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Abstract

In recent years, there has been growing interest of governments

and firms for Free and Open Source Software (FOSS). However, FOSS

is still a puzzlement for a wide spectrum of academic disciplines. So-

cial scientists ask why FOSS hackers participate in FOSS if they do

not get any monetary rewards. On the other hand firms ask, how a

firm can earn money from FOSS. In this study, motivations of FOSS

hackers and firms are taken as an interrelated phenomenon. This

study discusses FOSS from the view of hackers in Turkey. In that

respect, social conditions that make hackers voluntarily contribute to

the FOSS projects and their relationship with the commercial world

are explored.
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1 Introduction

Availability of source code in Free/Open Source Software (FOSS1) is de-

fined with its three essential features2.

1- Source code must be distributed with the software or other-
wise made available for no more than the cost of distribution.
2- Anyone may redistribute the software for free, without roy-
alties or licensing fees to the author.
3- Anyone may modify the software or derive other software
from it, and then distribute the modified software under the
same terms (Weber, 2004: 5).

However, FOSS is still a puzzlement for a wide spectrum of academic

disciplines: software engineering, industrial engineering, economics, soci-

ology, psychology, etc. Each academic discipline asks its own questions to

understand the FOSS phenomenon and try to explain it in the boundaries

of its own discipline. For example, recent literature focuses on two ques-

tions and seeks their answers in different disciplines. The first question is,

’what are the motivations of individuals for engagement in FOSS projects?’

(von Krogh et al., 2003; Bitzer et al., 2004; Raymond, 1999, 2000; Zeitlyn,

2003) and the latter question is about FOSS’s relationship with commercial

world, ’in what level will FOSS have impact on the competitive strategy

and organizations of firms?’ (Baldwin and Clark, 2003; Lindman, 2004).

Consequently, answer of the first question is mostly sought in the context

of either social psychology or anthropology and latter is studied in the con-

text of microeconomics. These studies give essential insights either about

1FOSS is used as a general term for both Free Software and Open Source Software, except

where a specific distinction between the terms is explicitly made.
2Actually, there are differences between Free Software and Open Source Software. Yet,

these are their common features.
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the motivations behind individuals or about FOSS business models. How-

ever, they grasp the FOSS by an approach that makes parts of the whole as

static and independent of one another.

Making of FOSS has been an active process which owes to agency of

its members and to conditioning of technological innovations and mar-

ket since 1980s. Even though needs of the market have been an impor-

tant factor in emergence and development of the FOSS, FOSS firms such

as Cygnus Solutions and Red Hat showed that there was something as a

FOSS business model. Yet, what’s more surprising was to see the world’s

major companies such as IBM and Oracle turn their attention to this new

model as a new business opportunity (DiBona et al., 1999). First of all, it

was against the conventional intellectual property law. However, it was not

a marginal phenomenon. Instead, it was a widespread revolutionary way

of doing and distributing software in the new environment, both techni-

cally and legally by inverting the logic of IPR (Intellectual Property Rights)

(Valimaki, 2005). By natural, the questions about the hackers’ motivation

and firms’ new business strategies were unavoidable.

For this reason, the widespread attitude in FOSS literature became in-

vestigating the answer of the motivation behind hackers’ work and the vi-

ability of firms’ new business models. Consequently, conceptualizations

of the FOSS literature (e.g. FOSS as a social movement, FOSS Community

and Gift economy) based on these attitudes. As discussed in the first part of

the second chapter, although these studies give important insights about

the hackers, they are ahistorical. More importantly, none of these theories

conceptualize FOSS as a phenomenon in the informational capitalism, his-

torically specific form of capitalism, ”which information generation, pro-

cessing, and transmission become the fundamental sources of productivity
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and power” (Castells, 2001b: 21).

In that respect, second part of the second chapter is devoted to analysing

FOSS from the perspective of hackers’ relation with their work in the infor-

mational capitalism.

Despite the popular view in media, hackers are not criminals who break

computers, web sites and phone systems. On the contrary, hackers build

things instead of breaking them:

Hackers built the Internet. Hackers made the Unix operating
system what it is today. Hackers run Usenet. Hackers make the
World Wide Web work (Raymond, 2001).

In this context, hackerdom is defined with ”technical adeptness and a

delight in solving problems and overcoming limits” (Ibid.). On the other

hand, for Raymond, someone is really a hacker when people appreciate

one’s work and start to call one as hacker. However, in this study, the term

hacker is used in a wider context that represents the passionate workers of

FOSS. Thus, a newbie who asks in a GNU3/Linux user mailing list:

Hi! I am new to GNU/Linux. What should I do to learn
using it? What do you advice?

is considered as a hacker as well as a master programmer whom Raymond

calls as a hacker. Furthermore, between these two extreme points, there are

also hackers who test software, report bugs, offer new features, contribute

to localization and give seminars. Each adds value to FOSS by their activity

without getting any direct monetary reward.

This does not mean that there are not any differences between them

and their relation to FOSS. Indeed, there are essential qualitative differ-

ences. For example, for programmers, sometimes their activity is ”just for

3Recursive acronym for the phrase ’GNU is Not UNIX’.
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fun” (Torvalds and Diamond, 2001) as Linus Torvalds4. On the other hand,

hackers who translate software manuals from English to Turkish are more

interested in the product of their activity, making FOSS for more people

rather than the activity itself. Moreover, a hacker, who has been contribut-

ing to FOSS for a long time, has more tight relation with FOSS.

Furthermore, this study diverges from most of the studies in the FOSS

literature, because of its two premises about hackers. First, rather than pre-

suming one always escapes from work, it presumes that under certain so-

cial circumstances one may also prefer work. Second, societies act and react

to informational capitalism differently because of their cultural and histor-

ical diversity. For this reason, emergence and propagation of hackerdom is

not the same in the all countries.

In this study, goal of the research was to gain deeper understanding on

the relationship between the hackers and FOSS in Turkey. As stated above,

this study does not consider hackers’ voluntary work as an anomaly. Fur-

thermore, FOSS firms highly owe to the volunteer contribution of the hack-

ers and they should understand hackers’ motivation for a viable software

business. For this reason, the research focused on the certain social cir-

cumstances that make hackers preferred work to leisure. In this sense, the

research asks five main questions:

1. What kind of FOSS works (or projects) do hackers engage in?

2. What are the differences between hacking and non-hacking activities

of the hackers?

3. What are the differences between the hackers and non-hackers in the

context of their relationship with their work?

4He is the creator of Linux.
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4. What are the differences between the Turkish hackers and the other

(European or American) hackers?

5. How do the Turkish hackers consider commercialization of FOSS?

In order to answer these questions, qualitative research methods, in-

volving interviews and participant observation, were adopted. The inter-

views were conducted from February, 2005 to March 2006 with 66 Turkish

hackers and observations include the time between the September, 2004

to May 2006. Additionally, data about the development of FOSS in Turkey

was gathered from the mailing list5 archives of LKD (Linux Users’ Association-

Linux Kullanıcıları Derneği). There has been a huge e-mail archive since

December 1993. These lists’ archive helped to comprehend how the gen-

eral tendencies of hackers had changed since 1990s.

In this context, focus of the third chapter is the hackers in Turkey. Main

findings of the research about the hackers in Turkey are presented in this

chapter from different vantage points: types of work that hackers pre-

fer, comparisons between hacking and non-hacking activities, hackers and non-

hackers, Turkish hackers and European hackers and FOSS licenses in Turkey.

Lastly, in the conclusion chapter, hackers’ relationship with business

and firms in Turkey are discussed.

2 What is Free and Open Source Software?

2.1 A Brief Inquiry into the Literature on FOSS

FOSS is extraordinary and unprecedented. From the vantage point of com-

petition, FOSS is a threat for proprietary software vendors. On the other

5http://liste.linux.org.tr
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hand, FOSS is also an interesting phenomenon for social scientists from

the vantage point of relations of production which it contains, its work or-

ganizations and its culture. Indeed, what is problematic for proprietary

software vendors is also problematic for social scientists: Money is not the

primary motivation behind FOSS.

Despite there is a huge literature about FOSS, most of the studies are

about ”individual projects or internal phenomena of the field” (Lehman,

2004) and FOSS as a social whole ”has been largely overlooked or was

treated only superficially” (Ibid). Additionally, many studies repeat words

social movement and community to describe FOSS phenomenon, but they

have clear and distinct meanings in social sciences which may not corre-

spond to FOSS phenomenon. For Lehman (2004), a more holistic approach

is needed for comprehension of FOSS which includes both analysis of the

field as a whole and interactions in it.

In social sciences, definition of social movement is controversial. For

Blumer (1969), there is a relation between the dissatisfaction of enterprise

and the emergence of movement. In this aspect, a social movement aims

to establish a new order of life. Eyerman and Jamison’s (1991) emphasis

is collective creation of ideas, identities and ideals. According to Tarrow

(1998), there is also a confrontation with elites, authorities and opponents

6. Social movements are important, because they

problematize the ways in which we live our lives, call for changes
in our habits of thought, action and interpretation (Crossley,
2002:8).

In this sense, FSM (Free Software Movement) can be considered as a

social movement since it problematize the ways in which people develop

6Crossley(2002) discusses the problems of these definitions in detail.
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and use software. Its emergence and development is strongly related with

the emergence of proprietary software and collapse of hacker community

as its consequence. There is a collective creation of ideas, ideals and sym-

bols (e.g. a manifesto 7, a song 8) There has always been a confrontation

with proprietary software vendors, especially with Microsoft. FSM played

an important role in the transformation of FOSS from its unconscious form

to a conscious form, in other words to a goal oriented activity.

In European and the US literature, social movements are explained with

different theories. In Europe, it is called as new social movements theory and

based on social movements emerged after 1960s (e.g environmentalists,

second wave feminists, the peace movement, gay rights movement, anti-

globalization movement). This theory has essential role in the writings of

post-marxists (Crossley, 2002). In FOSS literature, this theory is held mostly

by The Oekonux Project. In the stated project, focus of debate is ”whether

the principles of the development of free software may be the foundation of

a new economy which may be the base for a new society.”9. Indeed, at the

very start of GNU project Stallman’s goal was not merely better software:

The principal goal of GNU was to be Free Software. Even if
GNU had no technical advantage over UNIX, it would have a
social advantage, allowing users cooperate, and an ethical ad-
vantage, respecting the user’s freedom (Stallman, 2002).

It is obvious that FSM has some implications for a new society and these

suggestions are contradicting with the capitalism (Pestimalcioglu, 2003).

7The GNU Manifesto, Retrieved December 5, 2005, from

http://www.gnu.org/gnu/manifesto.html
8Free Software Song, Retrieved December 5, 2005, from

http://www.gnu.org/music/free-software-song.html
9http://www.oekonux.org/
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On the other hand, FSM is a moment of FOSS and considering FOSS as

a social movement has the possibility of underscoring its contemporary

relations with the business world.

On the other hand, in the US literature, resource mobilization theory is

widely used to explain social movements. In this theory, main concern is

”balance of costs, rewards and incentives that provided agents with the

motivation to become involved in the struggle” (Crossley, 2002: 12) For in-

stance, Krogh et al. (2003), study on the rewards for individuals in FOSS

projects. These rewards are reputation, control over technology and learn-

ing opportunities. Although this theory gives certain insights about the

FOSS developers, it is criticized because of its base, rational actor model

in ”social movements” debate (Crossley, 2002). Additionally, its ahistorical

approach does not help to understand the tendencies of FOSS. For example,

it is presumed that people prefer leisure rather than working. However, as

it is discussed in the second part of this chapter, man’s attitude toward

work may change under certain social circumstances.

Another frequently used term in FOSS literature is community. Tönnies

(1958), who was one of the leading figures to study communities, used

community (Gemeinschaft) to distinguish it from society (Gesselschaft).

Community describes both similarity and difference. Members of commu-

nity have something common within themselves and different from others

(Cohen, 2000) and fulfill their needs by belonging to a community (McMil-

lan and George, 1986). However,

The idea of community (in the sense of Gemeinschaft as de-
scribed by Ferdinand Tönnies) emphasizes the non-rational sense
of belonging among human beings, which is not bound to any
specific purpose. This bond between individuals is based on
sympathy, adaption or familiarization and memory, depending
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on the exact nature of the relationship(Lehman, 2004).

Lehmann (2004) remarks that Tönnies’s community theory focuses on

organic groups (e.g. family) and ”not fit FOSS developers well”. According

to Lehman (2004), on one hand, some of the basic assumptions of commu-

nity theory (e.g ”close non-rational ties in a homogeneous, spatially de-

limited environment”) does not fit to FOSS developers well. On the other

hand, there are also community formation processes (e.g. ”the writing of

an endogenous history”). Studying FOSS developers as a virtual commu-

nity is common in FOSS literature. Furthermore, some of these studies (e.g.,

Margret and Scacchi, 2003; Laurent, 2004) are related with the resource mo-

bilization theory. Yet, the problems about change and tendencies of FOSS

remain intact.

Both community and social movement based theories are too narrow

abstractions to understand FOSS. First of all, they study only a short period

of FOSS and generalize its results. Secondly, their analyses include only a

few relations. For instance, most of the studies focus on a rational indi-

vidual software developer. But for a long time, firms and governments are

parts of the FOSS world. Young hackers transformed into venture capital-

ists in the second half of 1990s (Castells, 2001a). Thirdly, the conditions for

existence of FOSS are part of what it is. In other words, the contemporary

world is contained in FOSS. Yet, this fact is not fully discussed in the FOSS

literature. For this reason, instead of merely asking ’What is FOSS?’, ad-

ditional question must also be asked ’In what kind of social and economic

relations does FOSS exist?’.

On the other hand, FOSS’s different character from other goods in cap-

italism gave rise to conceptualization of FOSS in the gift economy. Smith
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and Kollock (1999) described Linux as ”the impossible public good”. FOSS

is nonrival and nonexcludable. It is nonexcludable, there can be unlim-

ited numbers of users who can not restrict the use of others. For example,

anyone can download the GNU/Linux freely. In addition by having its

source code, anyone can add new facilities and distribute it with another

name, such as Ali-x, Ayse-x myOS etc. It is nonrival, since it can be repli-

cated with nearly infinite cost. In other words, there is not any significant

marginal cost in its replication. Proprietary software is also nonrival but

it is excludable. In this context, being nonrival and nonexcludable FOSS

stays in the realm of public goods and proprietary software in the realm

of private goods (it is excludable) with its tendency towards public goods

(since it is nonrival) (Weber, 2004).

In this respect, being nonrival and nonexcludable, FOSS represents an

economy of abundance that give rise to describe it as a form of gift econ-

omy. In the gift economy, one’s social status is determined by what and

how much one gives away (Raymond, 2000). For example, communities

of scientists act through the principles of gift economy. In science, it is not

important how much one knows, but how much one contributes to his/her

field is essential among scientists. Moreover, if one had great knowledge

and does not share with other scientists, it would be seen as waste of talent

(Pinchot, 1999).

Furthermore, as Castells (2001a) remarks hacker culture inherited from

the academic culture and hacker culture also bears the traits of the gift

economy. Raymond (2000) defines hacker culture in the context of com-

petence for prestige. According to Raymond, there is no serious shortage

of bandwidth, disk space or computing power. Consequently, exchange

economy became a pointless game without any serious scarcity. Reputa-
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tion replaces monetary awards of exchange economy. In this sense, theory

of gift economy explicitly removes the paradoxes of hackers’ motivation in

FOSS projects.

However, theory of the gift economy has some problems and as We-

ber emphasizes that there is a only surface resemblance between the FOSS

culture and the gift economy. According to him, it is true that FOSS

seems to bind people together, it encourages diffuse reciprocity,
and it supports emotive feelings of stewardship for the gift that
is both taken and given in return (Weber: 150).

Yet, Weber questions the extent of abundance. For him, despite the

abundance of bandwidth and diskspace, there is still some sense of scarcity

as ”the time, energy, and brain power of smart, creative people” (Weber:

151).

Thus, Weber is not convinced with the explanation of the gift econ-

omy. Even though it theorizes the practice of hackers, it is a contingent

process and has the same problems with the conceptualizations of FOSS as

a community and as a social movement. First of all, process of contribution-

reputation-money may explain some hackers’ practice, but it is not enough

for a sustainable economy. Secondly, the gift economy, undervalues the so-

cial and economic conditions which it exists in. As Ghosh (1998) implies

one should earn money to live in the capitalist economy.

Consequently, Ghosh (1998) avoids from describing FOSS economy from

the vantage point of reputation. Instead, he uses an image of vast tribal

cooking pot process which people put into something (e.g meat, onion, car-

rots etc.) and take out a bowl of stew. According to Ghosh (1998):

The cooking-pot model provides a rational explanation for peo-
ple’s motivations to produce and trade in goods and services,
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where a monetary incentive is lacking. It suggests that people
do not only - or even largely - produce in order to improve their
reputation, but as a more-than-fair payment for other goods -
”ideas” - that they receive from the cooking-pot. The cooking-
pot market is not barter, as it does not require individual trans-
actions. It is based on the assumption that on the Net, you don’t
lose when you duplicate, so every contributor gets much more
than a fair return in the form of combined contributions of oth-
ers.

In this regard, Ghosh (1998) suggests a more rational framework than

the contingent process of the gift economy. By describing FOSS, as a con-

tinuously accumulated social knowledge, he makes an important step to

comprehending the existence of FOSS in the capitalist economy. He focuses

on the development of FOSS in the contemporary economic relations rather

than investigating an anomaly in hackers’ relationship with their work.

2.2 FOSS in the Informational Economy

2.3 FOSS as a Social Relation

In this study, Castell’s terms ”informational economy” and ”informational

society” are rather preferred than the above terms. Castells (2001b) uses the

term informational instead of information because of their different signi-

fications. Information society denotes the role of information in society. In

all societies information was critical. But in this stage of society, informa-

tion conditioned by ICT became profound component of social relations.

For this reason, the term informational indicates:

the attribute of a specific form of social organization in which
information generation, processing, and transmission become
the fundamental sources of productivity and power, because of
new technological conditions emerging in this historical period
(Castells, 2001b: 21).
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In this context, FOSS is conceived as a social relation which exists in

informational society. Thus, instead of narrow (e.g FOSS Community) and

ahistoric (e.g Gift Economy) conceptualizations, FOSS is discussed in the

context of hackers’ relationship with their work. Furthermore, it is studied

as a process which contains its history and possible futures.

In that respect, rise of informational society (or economy) has also be-

come the rise of software as a social phenomenon. Software, which is a type

of information, emerged and developed in sophistication and commodifi-

cation process of hardware (Valimaki, 2005). ICT reduced information to

binary codes which is known as digitalization of information. As a con-

sequence, digitalization eased and increased capacity for transmission and

storage of information (Burnett and Marshall, 2003). Any information can

be copied on cheap CD-ROMs or downloaded through Internet without

any cost. For netizens10, especially for members of hacker culture, say-

ing ’information wants to be free’ was also their everyday practice on the

Internet. According to Boyle (1996) this situation can be described as de-

contextualization of information from any form or location.

However, saying ’software is a type information’ is not enough to com-

prehend its specific role in the informational economy. Since as Castells

remarks,

In the new, informational mode of development the source of
productivity lies in the technology of knowledge generation, in-
formation processing and symbol communication. To be sure,
knowledge and information are critical elements in all modes of
development, since the process of production is always based
on some level of knowledge and in the processing of informa-
tion. However, what is specific to the informational mode of
development is the action of knowledge upon knowledge itself

10It is concatenation of substring ’net’ in Internet and substring ’izen’ in citizen.
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as the main source of productivity (Castells 2001b: 17).

In this respect, software is more inclined to be defined as knowledge

which is a subset of information:

Knowledge: a set of organized statements of facts or ideas, pre-
senting a reasoned judgment or an experimental result, which
is transmitted to others through some communication medium
in systematic form. Thus, I distinguish knowledge from news
and entertainment (Bell, 1976: 175).

Additionally, its role in processing of information makes software essential

in the informational economy. In this sense, software is a means of produc-

tion for both itself and other information goods.

Thus, free may not have the same meaning in either free information or

free software. In its first meaning, it evokes the meaning of one does not

have to pay any money. One may download (or copy from friends) audio

files, e-books or a whole operating system, GNU/Linux without paying

any money. However, for software programmers, free means as it is in free-

dom or free speech. While first free is more related with consumption, latter is

about production. Being free in its second meaning differentiates software

from other information goods. There are also collaborative production of

information goods other than software in which everybody can freely con-

tribute and benefit from the contribution of others. However, this is more

common in software development.

Software may act as database, editor or calculator for performing needs

of its user. In this sense, FOSS may be free in its first meaning. On the

other hand, if you have the source code of software as in FOSS, it will

be potential source code for a more functional software (Laurent, 2004).

For instance, if you have the source code of a calculator application which
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performs only basic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, divi-

sion), you may develop a more functional calculator in less time than build-

ing a calculator from scratch. In other words, free in FOSS as tendency of

software has twofold aspects, use-value and means of production. One can

use any FOSS according to his/her needs. Additionally, one can take the

accumulated contribution of programmers and by adding value one can

create more functional software. In other words, if a programmer develops

a basic calculator in five days, another programmer can take its source code

and develop a more functional calculator in three days. Yet, if he does not

have chance to take the code of basic calculator, he can develop it in eight

days.

However, software which has tendency to be free, also exists in capi-

talism as proprietary software. In this aspect, it has also tendency to com-

modify which made Bill Gates one of the richest people in the world. For

this reason, freedom of software contradicts with capitalism in which profit

maximization is profound. According to Gates:

a competitor who is free to review Microsoft’s source code...
will see the architecture, data structures, algorithms and other
key aspects of the relevant Microsoft product. That will make it
much easier to copy Microsoft’s innovations which is why com-
mercial software vendors generally do not provide source code
to rivals (Gates, 2002)

Furthermore, globalization of information harmonizes toward more pro-

tection (Nayyer, 2001) and ”building fences to keep people out” (Boyle,

1996: 18) by copyright laws. In this context, while FOSS developers want

software to be free as means of production, proprietary software firms want

software to act as a commodity as anything in capitalism. As a result, while

proprietary software build fences by copyright licenses, FOSS licenses try
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to remove these fences by their licenses.

In this context, FOSS contradicts with the characteristics of capitalism,

profit maximization and it may seem staying away from capitalism. Yet,

there are actual agents of FOSS in capitalism: FOSS firms and international

companies (especially IBM and Novell). Additionally, hackers are real peo-

ple who should sell their labor power in order to live. Even though hackers

and firms have coinciding interests in promotion of FOSS, sometimes they

pull FOSS in opposite directions. This reveals itself especially in the emer-

gence of FOSS licenses. For this reason, hackers’ relationship with their

work and objectification of the contradiction between hackers and propri-

etary software business through FOSS licenses is essential for understand-

ing historical specificity of FOSS.

2.4 Hackers

Hackers’ passionate relation with their work becomes a vital question for

most of the studies in the FOSS literature. If the work in the informational

economy is so corrosive on the characters of the workers 11, why the hack-

ers go on working in leisure time? Moreover, how can the hackers use

the adjectives ”fun”, ”joyous”, ”passionate” and ”entertaining” to describe

(Chance, 2005) their work?

Indeed, most of the FOSS researchers and hackers do not speak of the

same kind of work. FOSS literature’s conceptualization of work reminds

Marx’s words about work that is avoided as a plague(Marx, 1993). How-

ever, Marx also emphasizes the essence of work in one’s life (Marx, 2003).

This study points out that hackers’ work is different from the contem-

11Including high-skilled IT professionals (as IBM workers) (Sennett, 1998)
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porary meaning of work. The most important fact about the hackers is that

they enter voluntarily into the work and this work includes operational

autonomy, a variety of productive and creative activities. Chance describes

this work as meaningful, since

hackers can choose what code to work on; they can influence the
agendas that direct their work, both by entering into the open
discussions about the direction of the project(s) they work on
and by simply opting out of any projects whose agendas con-
flict with the hackers’ own priorities; and finally though it is
not forced nor prevalent in every productive forum, hackers can
and often do enter into discussions about work itself (Chance,
2005)

On the contrary to contemporary society, hackers reject any distinc-

tion between work and leisure, instead they emphasize active realization

of themselves as a creative and autonomous person. Consequently, instead

of investigating about anomaly in hackers behavior, this study asks for the

social conditions of hackers work and its sustainability in the informational

capitalism.

Furthermore, societies act and react to informational capitalism differ-

ently according to their cultural and historical specificity. Although all so-

cieties are affected by informational capitalism, it happened in ”different

settings with specific cultural / institutional expressions” (Castells, 2001b:

21). For this reason, as one can not speak of homogeneity of informational

society in the all countries, one can also not speak of homogeneity of the

hackers. It is sure that there are some common traits among hackers. How-

ever, emergence and propagating of hackerdom are not the same in the

all countries. For example, in the US, ”the culture of freedom, individual

innovation, and entrepreneurialism that grew out from the 1960s culture

of American campuses” (Ibid.) played essential role in the emergence of
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FOSS. European, Chinese or Indian hackers appropriation of FOSS hap-

pened in different historical and social contexts. So did the Turkish hack-

ers.

Thus, despite the hackers’ common attitude towards work , specificity

of the hackers will be the second premise of the study about hackers.

2.5 FOSS Licenses

The common point of FOSS business models is, although FOSS firms some-

times contribute to the FOSS projects, they highly owe to the volunteer

contribution of the hackers. In other words, while source code is conceptu-

alized as crown-jewels which must be hidden from the others in the propri-

etary software business, in FOSS business source code is continuously accu-

mulated social knowledge. Thus, it needs sharing for its existence and giv-

ing freedom for attracting contribution of hackers. In other words, firm’s

success depends on ongoing involvement of the hackers (Golden, 2005).

There are many studies which point out the role of hackers in the firms

FOSS business model. For example, Fink warns the firms about dual li-

censing:

Depending on the project, the community may object to copy-
right assignment. Make sure you seek council with potential
members of the community before assuming that everyone will
agree to assign you their copyright (Fink, 2003: 182).

As Hecker remarks,

much of your potential success will depend on the efforts of
others willing to work for you ”for free” you need free-software
developers who will contribute their work to your company,
and to the developer community at large, without demanding
or receiving money or other tangible payment in return (Hecker,
1999).
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Additionally, Onetti and Capobianco (2005) also underline the key role of

hackers’ work in FOSS business. There are also studies which emphasize

about supporting the FOSS developers in order to keep away from the dan-

ger of freeloader image in hackers’ eyes (DiBona et al., 1999).

However, despite these statements, possible conflicts of interests be-

tween individuals and firms are usually undervalued and not studied in

detail. In one of the rare studies that discusses this conflict, Bonaccorsi

and Rossi (2003, 2004, 2005) point out ”altruistic individuals” and ”selfish

firms” from the perspective of relationship between their different sets of

motivations.

Bonaccorsi and Rossi (2005) emphasize that while firms enter the FOSS

field in order to profit from FOSS, monetary rewards are not so crucial for

the hackers. In this respect, they make distinction between the extrinsic

and intrinsic motivations. Extrinsic motivations are mostly related with

monetary rewards and intrinsic motivations are related with the pleasure

of activity itself. For this reason, while firms mostly have extrinsic moti-

vations, intrinsic motivations are more essential than extrinsic motivations

for the hackers. In other words, hackers are more interested in the activity

itself than the product.

In studying the relationship between the hackers and the firms, the evo-

lution of the FOSS licenses and contradiction between free and open source

software are essential topics. Since, the term open source software was

coined as a marketing strategy for free software.

In this context, first of all, a misconception, FOSS as a public good must

be corrected. Being in public domain means there is not any copyright

holder who has the right to restrict copying or using the software.

On the contrary, McGowan argues that
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Open-source software production is not about the absence or ir-
relevance of intellectual property rights. Open-source produc-
tion instead rests on the elegant use of contractual terms to de-
ploy those rights in a way that creates a social space devoted to
producing freely available and modifiable code....Open-source
production, therefore does not take place within a true com-
mons... (McGowan, 2001)

FOSS licenses are based on copyright and some of them (especially GPL)

restrict copying or using according to the statements in their license agree-

ments. This happens in two steps. First, they reverse the traditional copy-

right and give users copying, using and distributing rights. For example,

according to GPL 12:

• You have the freedom to run the program, for any purpose.

• You have the freedom to modify the program to suit your
needs. (To make this freedom effective in practice, you
must have access to the source code, since making changes
in a program without having the source code is exceed-
ingly difficult.)

• You have the freedom to redistribute copies, either gratis
or for a fee.

• You have the freedom to distribute modified versions of
the program, so that the community can benefit from your
improvements.

However, in the second step , GPL puts restrictions13:

• Any derivative work-that is, any work containing a non-
trivial amount of GPLed code-must itself be distributed
under the GPL.

12Retrieved December 5, 2005, from http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html

13Retrieved December 5, 2005, from http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/gpl.html
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• No additional restrictions may be placed on the redistribu-
tion of either the original work or a derivative work. (The
exact language is: ”You may not impose any further re-
strictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted
herein.”)

Furthermore, these restrictions made GPL the most popular FOSS li-

cense by preserving the source code for hackers. As DeLanda (2001) em-

phasizes, GPL has been like a virus. If one developer uses a GPL’d software,

the derivative work should also be licensed with GPL that will be source

for the latter works. In fact, FOSS with GPL is the most suitable license for

conceptualization of software as continuously accumulated social knowl-

edge. On the other hand, OSI (Open Source Initiative) does not insist on

GPL. Moreover, according to some FOSS advocates, GPL’s reciprocal state-

ments make it less free and an important barrier for attracting business

world to the FOSS, so they encourage using less restrictive licenses (Fogel,

2005). Among these licenses BSD is the most popular. Its mere statement is

writing the author of the code. It gives any right to user including making

source code private (Laurent, 2004).

According to open source advocates, giving freedom to make source

code private increases firms incentive to participate in the FOSS projects.

Indeed, Microsoft also agrees with open source advocates. For Microsoft,

open source has some positive elements, but GPL is a threat for IPR: 14:”The

GPLs viral nature poses a threat to the intellectual property of any organi-

zation that derives its products from GPL source”.

In this context, although BSD and other open source licenses encourage

14Retrieved December 5, 2005, from http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2001/may01/05-

03csm.mspx
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firm’s participation in FOSS projects (by giving them right to proprietarize

source code), they do not guarantee the continuity on social accumulation

of knowledge. Additionally, they are less successful than GPL in build-

ing collaborative development around a project (Fink, 2003). On the other

hand, if project’s goal is making software be accessible by the greatest pos-

sible number of users and implementing a standard in a part of software

sector, BSD-style licenses gain importance.

3 Main Findings of The Research About Hackers

The research focused on the social circumstances that made Turkish hack-

ers work voluntarily. In this part, key findings of the search about Turkish

hackers are presented by discussing these social circumstances and hack-

ers’ attitudes according to the questions in the introduction.

Interview questions are open ended and can be categorized into two

groups. In the first group, questions are mainly about how hackers perceive

and appropriate FOSS. In this respect, practice of the hackers are investi-

gated as well as the non-hackers, software engineers. In the second group,

hackers’ attitudes toward commercialization of the FOSS in Turkey are in-

vestigated. In this context, emergence and development of the terms un-

restricted software, free software and open source software are discussed.

Mail archives of LKD since 1993 are investigated and hackers were asked

about the contradiction between free software and open source software.
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3.1 What kind of FOSS works (or projects) do hackers engage in?

Hackers’ contribution to the FOSS in Turkey is not only by developing soft-

ware. They localize FOSS, give seminars and organize social activities (fes-

tivals and meetings) in order to familiarize more Turkish people with FOSS.

In this context, as one can not speak of the homogeneity of hackers’ work,

one can not also speak of the homogeneity of the social circumstances that

make their voluntary contribution possible.

On the other hand, FOSS users are named as prosumers15 because of

their specific relation with FOSS that is based on reproducing and improv-

ing it. In this sense, they are not passive computer users as most of the

Microsoft or Macintosh users. Thus, on the contrary to ordinary computer

users, most of the hackers in the research were at least capable enough to

write small scripts16. Although writing scripts is not a necessity, it gives

important opportunities to automate or simplify long works that can not

be done by Windows operating systems. For example, the new hacker who

was a Windows user two months ago told that:

Assume that you have 10 mp3 files and you want to hide
these files by making their extension .zip. How one can do it
on windows? Right click the file, rename it and do it for each
file. But on Linux, I just wrote a small script and after this script
number of files was not important for me: 10 file or 1000 files,
there is no matter. I was not a programmer, but Linux made me
develop creative solutions.

In other words, most of the hackers at least program for themselves in their

daily use.

15Concatenation of producer’s pro- and consumer’s -sumer
16Small programs used only for simple, repeated actions.
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Weinberg discusses the psychology of the programmers from the per-

spective of different personality traits whether a person is compliant, ag-

gressive or detached:

The compliant type is characterized by the attitude of ”liking
to work with people and be helpful.” The aggressive type wants
to ”earn money and prestige,” and detached type wants to be
”left to myself to be creative.” (Weinberg, 1998: 53)

According to Weinberg, programmers are more inclined to having a de-

tached type. Moreover, this detachment is overdeveloped:

Although they are detached from people, they are attached
to their programs. Indeed, their programs often become exten-
sion of themselves (Ibid.).

In this context, it can be argued that hackers make FOSS extension of

themselves as they prosume it. For this reason, availability of source code

means for the hackers is its prosumeability. This is the most common point

between the all hackers whether they contribute to FOSS projects by pro-

gramming or in the other ways. Indeed, it is the main reason behind the

distribution wars, since each hacker personalize their GNU/Linux distri-

bution. However, for the hackers who program for the others 17, challenge

of work, autonomy and increasing realization of one’s powers are essen-

tial in their relation with FOSS. Most of the hackers implied that they did

not like all programming tasks. For example, a few said that they did not

contribute to the Uludağ project18 because developing a distribution was

an easy work. As I observed from the mailing lists, when a member of the

list asked a question, hackers’ response to this question is determined by

its challenging degree. When it is a so easy question, hackers do not reply

17Hackers who are releasing their product for public use.
18A local GNU/Linux distribution sponsored by Turkish Government
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it or reply to mail as ”It is simple question. Search on Google”. When it

is harder question, hackers themselves search on Google and compete for

finding the best solution. Furthermore, if a well-known and technically su-

perior hacker posts his problem (it is very rare), number of hackers who are

eager to answer the question is higher, too.

For most of the hackers, hacking means autonomous work. They do

not like to be told what to do and how to do. As some of the hackers

said hacking was something for them as playing chess, solving puzzles or

reading a book and difference was product might also be a valuable good

in the market. For them, the most fortunate people were who could also

hack at daily job. Furthermore, autonomous work also means work which

is away from market pressure. Thus, in their view, Microsoft programmers

are not enemies, but who suffer from competence and market pressure.

Increasing realization of powers is also related with challenge and au-

tonomy. In each challenging autonomous work, they try to overcome their

boundaries. Additionally, hackers preference for UNIX Operating Systems

(e.g GNU/Linux and BSD) is not by chance. Raymond explains difference

between the philosophy of UNIX and the other operating systems:

Many operating systems touted as more ’modern’ or ’user friendly’
than Unix achieve their surface glossiness by locking users and
developers into one interface policy, and offer an application
programming interface that for all its elaborateness is rather
narrow and rigid. On such systems, tasks the designers have
anticipated are very easy - but tasks they have not anticipated
are often impossible or at best extremely painful.

Unix, on the other hand, has flexibility in depth. The many
ways Unix provides to glue together programs mean that com-
ponents of its basic toolkit can be combined to produce useful
effects that the designers of the individual toolkit parts never
anticipated (Raymond, 2003).
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As UNIX-style Operating Systems, hackers prefer the software which

can be extension of themselves by their work. Since, it does not give the

tools to do something, but gives tools to make new tools.

On the other hand, for hackers who participate in mostly non-programming

activities (localizing software, giving seminars, organizing meetings/festivals),

although there may be pleasure in the activity itself, products of the activity

are important. In this respect, these hackers were more inclined to use the

words, sharing, freedom, helping others etc. for describing their relation

with FOSS.

However, Uludağ project and release of its first product, Pardus, added

another dimension to the development of FOSS: Nationalism. Project man-

agement team made the ways of contribution possible through mailing lists

with a clear statement of goals. After this it was ordinary to see messages

like:

Hello, I am a student. I know C, php and Java programming
languages. I can spend 6 hours a week for the project. I can also
translate English documents. What can I do for Uludağ?

On the other hand, nationalism is not enough to understand hackers’

interest for it. Since there were also local GNU/Linux distributions before

it. The most critical point about the project is project management team’s

strategy: Releasing the project with GPL and having good relationship with

the hackers since the beginning.

3.2 What are the differences between hacking and non-hacking

activities?

To understand hacking, I wanted hackers compare it with their non-hacking

activities. In this respect, they compared programming at work with hack-
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ing at leisure. There were hackers who were also hacking at work time

professionally, so they said that there was not any difference.

On the other hand, for the others, there was an important discrepancy

between hacking and non-hacking. For Weinberg, the deepest difference

between the professional and amateur work is the user of the program.

Almost invariably, the sole intended user of an amateur’s
program is the amateur himself, whereas professional is writing
programs which other people use (Weinberg, 1998: 122).

It is also true to some extent for hacking and non-hacking activities of

the hackers. Since, even though hackers mostly write programs for them-

selves as ”scratching an itch” (Raymond, 1999), the product may be re-

leased for public use. For this reason, explaining the difference between

these activities should depend on the voluntariness of the work. All hack-

ing works (programming, localization etc.) can be considered from the per-

spective of voluntariness.

However, if the differences are only explained from the vantage point of

hackers as the difference between voluntary and involuntary work, one can

undervalue the specificity of the FOSS hackers in the informational capital-

ism. FOSS hackers relation with FOSS is different from the ordinary leisure

time activities. Since they relate with their product through FOSS licenses.

It is true that interviewees were not well-informed about the FOSS licenses.

Nevertheless, they were inclined to use GPL. According to Fink,

While the development process is not about the license, it is
the license that provides the boundary conditions that make
the process work. These conditions establish a foundation that
ensures communal and collaborative development. Since the
GPL, LGPL, and other licenses that contain a reciprocity re-
quirement provide that changes and modifications be returned
to the community, this is the foundation that ensures collabora-
tive development (Fink, 2003: 53).
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In this context, by establishing their relationship with FOSS through

FOSS licenses, first, they ensure continuous accumulation of social knowl-

edge. On the contrary to the common sense, hackers are not people who

dedicate their whole life to the FOSS. As I observed hackers from the e-

mailing lists, most of the hackers’ of the 1990s are not hackers now. How-

ever, as Ghosh’s (1998) cooking-pot market, during their hacking process,

they prosume FOSS without exhausting but with increasing its value by

their small to large contributions. Second, hacking product with the FOSS

license socializes the software.

... the license guarantees that the hacker and the user receive
exactly the same rights with respect to the product, and that
both are endowed with the product’s full creative and produc-
tive potential. ... whereby the more hackers produce and relate
to one another through sharing, the more productive and com-
municative powers they have (Chance, 2005).

In summary, the main difference between hacking and non-hacking ac-

tivities is the voluntary work that is defined through FOSS licenses that

both ensures continuity of the knowledge and socializes hackers work.

3.3 What are the differences between the hackers and non-hackers

in the context of their relationship with their work?

In order to answer this question, I tried to compare hackers’ practice with

the software engineers. As the answers of previous questions, key finding

of the research was the major role of voluntary work in hackers’ relation-

ship with the software and the major role of obligation in software engi-

neers’ relation with the software.

First of all, as some of the interviewees emphasized, there was an essen-

tial difference between the formation of these relationships and role of the
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voluntarism appearing at the first step. Students prefer computer engineer-

ing departments because of its popularity and higher income. For most of

the students and software engineers, earning money from FOSS is not clear

and they choose proprietary software business. Furthermore, they consider

hackers’ contribution as altruism. On the other hand, hackers’ relation with

FOSS starts voluntarily.

Secondly, software engineers’ lives are similar to the characters in Sen-

nett’s (1998) book. They are flex-timers and usually work under the pres-

sure of project deadlines and competition in the market. When I asked if

they programmed at home in their leisure and enjoyed programming, they

started to complain about extra hours, project-based working, difficulties

of catching up with the technology etc.

However, as their firms work on FOSS, some of the hackers did not

declare any difference between hacking for the firm and hacking for them-

selves. They answered, humorously, ”I worked 30 hours a day”. But they

never complained about anything.

Thirdly, there are significant differences between the work processes of

the hackers and the software engineers. For the software engineers, the

product is a whole entity. They can not say, ”I want to develop this part

rather than that part”. On the other hand, hackers can do this in their per-

sonal hacking and some firms overlook19 the hackers’ attitudes. Indeed,

there is again a difference between the kind of work: while software engi-

neers seek for external rewards (money), hackers are mostly interested in

the activity itself.

19This behavior of firms is discussed in the next chapter.
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3.4 What are the differences between the Turkish hackers and the

other hackers?

Despite the huge literature about the motivations of the hackers and the

FOSS business models, there is an undervalued issue: Lower participation

of the females in the FOSS activities. According to Levy, hackers

formed an exclusively male culture. The sad fact was that
there never was a star-quality female hacker (Levy, 2001: 84).

Although I used the term, hacker, in a wider meaning, I could not in-

terview with any female hacker 20. Thus, I discussed lack of female hack-

ers both with male hackers and female software engineers/programmers.

They attributed the phenomenon to genetic and cultural differences. A few

women explained the genetic differences as,

females prefer permanent relationship. Their first operating
system was Windows. They are not like males. They can easily
move from Windows to Linux.

Nevertheless, there is a slight difference between Europe and Turkey.

According to a research in EU, ”women do not play a role in the develop-

ment of Open Source and Free Software; only 1.1% of the FLOSS sample is

female.” (Ghosh et al., 2002). There were less female hackers in Turkey. For

example, there were not any female among the hackers who gave seminars

until the Free Software and Open Source Days in 2006.

On the other hand, there are significant motivational differences be-

tween European and Turkish hackers. Results of research (Ghosh et al.,

2002) in EU are presented in the Table 4.1.

20I tried, but some of them refused to answer because of their business
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Table 1: Motivations of FOSS Developers in Europe

Motivation %

Learn and Develop new skills 78.9

Share Knowledge and skills 49.8

Participate in a new form of cooperation 34.5

Improve FOSS products of other developers 33.7

Participate in the FOSS scene 30.6

Think that software should not be proprietary good 30.1

Solve a problem that could not be solved bu proprietary software 29.7

Improve my job opportunities 23.9

Get help in realizing a good idea for a software product 23.8

Get a reputation in FOSS community 9.1

Distribute not marketable software products 8.9

Make money 4.4

I do not know 1.9
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Table 2: Motivations of FOSS Hackers in Turkey

Motivation %

Learn and Develop new skills 10.9

Share Knowledge, collaboration, contribute to a better world 67.2

Nationalism 4.7

Think that software should not be proprietary good 7.8

Solve a problem that could not be solved bu proprietary software 4.7

Improve my job opportunities 1.6

Enjoy programming, fun 21.8

In the interviews, I asked open ended questions. For this reason, it is

not possible to find one-to-one correspondence. However, Table 4.2 at least

gives the tendencies of the Turkish hackers.

The first difference between the results of these studies is Turkish hack-

ers’ are more inclined to social motivations. Indeed, the EU report only

included FOSS developers in its research. On the other hand, in this re-

search, interviewees belong to a wider spectrum. Furthermore, 100% of the

hackers, who were not developers, declared their interest in social aspects

of FOSS. Yet, if the interviewees were only developers, social motivations

of the Turkish hackers would be also higher than the Europeans.

Second difference is lack of monetary motivations in Turkey. Some

hackers earn money in the process of contribution-reputation-money. Nev-

ertheless, they do not contribute to the projects for money. Additionally,

there are only few FOSS firms which may employ these hackers and only a
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small fraction of them monitor hackers’ activities for employment.

Last difference is nationalism. Despite some government’s national

software policy on FOSS, supporting FOSS in the name of nationalism makes

Turkish hackers distinct. Percentage of the hackers who are motivated by

nationalism may seem inconsiderable. However, percentage of the hackers

who talked about Uludağ project with nationalist terms was more than this

percentage. Furthermore, after announcement of the project, many new

people started to pay attention to FOSS because of its national aspects.

In this context, although most of the hackers are not under the influence

of nationalism, it can be argued that most of the hackers who contribute

to the Uludağ project are motivated by nationalism. Continuity of their

contribution may alter the formation of FOSS in Turkey. However, second

possibility is more probable: Internationalization of FOSS may affect their

national feelings in the opposite direction.

Although it is not observed from the comparison of tables, another big

difference between Turkey and Europe is the organizational ability of peo-

ple. For example, in most of the LKD panels and meetings, if the LKD’s

board of directors was there, one of the frequent question was,

Hello,
We are students from X university. We want to organize at the
university as GNU/Linux users. Does LKD have future plans
for organizations in the universities?

As one of LKD activists told people organized by themselves in Europe

and Turkish people had less organizational ability than the European. On

the other hand, as I observed in my participation at the LKD work groups,

they overcome the problems of organizational ability.
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In a work group, they plan their work in detailed and document it for

future activists. In case of any problem, they quickly reorganize in order

to overcome this. For example, they create sub work groups immediately

for the problem or they review the work process for finding problems and

clearing unnecessary steps. In this sense, they organize as they program:

Divide the long functions into sub functions and remove unnecessary state-

ments in it 21.

3.5 How do the Turkish hackers consider commercialization of

FOSS?

While conflicting interests of hackers and firms transformed FOSS into new

forms, coinciding interests of hackers and firms made FOSS more widespread

and as a network affect new actors with different interests engaged in FOSS.

In this context, considering the separation between Free Software Foun-

dation and Open Source Initiative is necessary to analyze the tendencies of

FOSS in Turkey. Open source software appeared as a need for ”a market-

ing program to pitch it to the corporate world” (Fogel, 2005: 15). As a

consequence of the separation between the free software and open source

software, each side started to favor different types of licenses. For free soft-

ware advocates, hackers’ interests have been more essential than anything,

so GPL which is based on reciprocity has been the most appropriate license

for them. On the contrary, open source software advocates are more con-

cerned with firms participation in FOSS. So they prefer BSD-style licenses22

which give rights for firms to make the software proprietary. In the recent

21Indeed, this process is called as refactoring in software development.
22Licenses which do not enforce reciprocity.
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times, Raymond, leader of the OSI, declared that for pragmatic reasons,

hackers should prefer BSD license rather than GPL 23.

The discussions are still going on in the world, but there is a different

situation in Turkey. As I observed from the discussions in mailing lists and

forums, although some Turkish hackers are aware of discussions around

the world, FOSS as a relationship between hackers and firms is still in the

formation process and being conditioned by the discussions in the world.

In this context, hackers were asked for the relation between Free Soft-

ware and Open Source Software to understand how they perceived the dis-

cussions in the world:

Which term do you prefer? ”Free Software” and ”Open Source
Software”? Why?
In the world, it is observed that there is a tendency for using
”Open Source Software” rather than ”Free Software”. What do
you think about this tendency?

Soon, this relation is investigated from the perspective of licenses:

Do you have any license preferences for the products that
you develop? GPL, LGPL, BSD, Mozilla etc?

There were significant inconsistencies between the answers of the hack-

ers. While some preferred to use Open Source Software instead of Free

Software, they preferred to use Free Software License, GPL. On the other

hand, while some preferred Free Software, they talked about using BSD li-

censes. Indeed, most of the hackers were not aware of the debate between

Free Software and Open Source. They said that they preferred GPL license,

because they did not know anything about the other licenses.

23Retrieved December 5, 2005, from

http://www.myfreebsd.com.br/static/raymond-20050604.html
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More interestingly, after a few interviews I had to change the question

and added the term, unrestricted beside free and open source24. In English,

the main problem about free was the confusion between different meanings

of free. Thus, free software hackers explain it, ”free as in free speech, not

as in free beer”. In Europe, ’libre’ is also used for free software to escape

from the confusions of free. However, in Turkey, even though the word,

’free’ has not any problem as ’free’ in English, some hackers started use

the word ’unrestricted’. First of all, the word, ’unrestricted’, is not capable

enough to explain the philosophy of free software. Second, it is inclined

to be understood as ’zero-cost’ more than ’free’. Moreover, some of the

hackers insistence on translating free software as unpaid software 25 shows

that they consciously avoid from using the Turkish word, özgür.

A hacker explained the problems of ’özgür’ in Turkish:

In Turkey, unfortunately, ’free’ means rebelism, anarchism,
terror. Additionally, firms may not consider the word ’free’ as a
serious discourse.

And some hackers, especially Debian hackers, were strongly opposed to

the term ’Unrestricted’. They said they did not talk about public good, so

using the term ’unrestricted’ was nonsense.

Additionally, LKD’s first governing statue was revealing its unaware-

ness about the international debate between the free software and the open

source software. Neither of these terms were used in the first governing

statue. Instead, the term, unrestricted was preferred.

However, after three years, in its second general committee, the term

unrestricted was replaced with the term, free. Additionally, after Gates’s

24in Turkish, unrestricted:Serbest, free:Özgür, open source:Açık Kaynak Kod
25Retrieved December 5, 2005, from

http://listweb.bilkent.edu.tr/linux/06/0116.html
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visit in 2005, in the platform, which was leaded by LKD, they preferred the

term open source and started talking about business models.

In fact, the change in LKD’s discourse and internalization of the interna-

tional debate did not happen by coincidence. On the contrary, the change

is strongly related with two processes.

First process is similar to the trend in the world: transformation of

some hackers to entrepreneurs. When they graduated from their schools,

they chose to make money from what they knew well, FOSS. In this sense,

while nature of FOSS was changing from hacking object to business object,

a change in LKD was inescapable. Since, these transforming hackers were

also LKD’s activists. This is discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Second process is LKD’s and other Turkish FOSS organizations’ prac-

tices. As discussed in the previous chapter, the terms free software and

open source software, consequently the debate between them, happened

and evolved under some social circumstances. For this reason, without any

social base, appearance of this debate would sound artificial. If there were

not any hackers who desired continuous availability of source code and if

there were not any firms who wanted to benefit from hackers’ work, there

would not be any conflict between hackers and firms. However, LKD’s ac-

tivities and internationalization works of small hacker groups, helped rise

and making of the hackerdom in Turkey. Furthermore, success of the FOSS

products and firms affected the IT firms’ business strategies. Additionally,

Uludağ Project is accelerating the process by making licenses a current is-

sue for hackers.

Furthermore, hackers were bothered by being known as enemies of Mi-

crosoft. For this reason, there is a general attitude among old hackers that

rather than pronouncing the name of Microsoft, they call it as ”the other
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operating system”.

4 Conclusion

In this study, instead of merely answering the questions of the FOSS lit-

erature, questions themselves were questioned because of their ahistoric

presumptions. Since, one may also prefer work as well as leisure under

certain social circumstances. Furthermore, as in the case of hackers’ rela-

tion with their work, duality between work and leisure is not a historic

necessity. Therefore, work, as a productive activity of the hackers, is also

leisure for them.

On the other hand, in FOSS business models, software is considered as

continuously accumulated social knowledge which needs sharing rather

than hiding. In this context, FOSS business models depend on voluntary

work of the hackers. However, as discussed in the study, hackers do not

contribute to and support all FOSS projects.

In that respect, types of works/projects that hackers prefer were in-

vestigated. In this investigation, it was concluded that hackers could be

grouped into two broad categories. In the first category, there were hackers

who were interested in challenging tasks in FOSS projects and realization

of their passion in programming activity. In the second group, there were

hackers who were interested in the product rather than the activity itself.

Members of this category were, particularly, localizing software and giving

seminars. Indeed, there was overlap between each category. Nevertheless,

it can be said that while members of the first category were mostly attracted

by the pleasure in the activity itself, hackers in the second category were

interested in the social aspects of FOSS and in the interviews they talked
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about, freedom, sharing, helping others etc. In this sense, widespread use

of Debian, which is well-known about its social sides, is not a coincidence.

On the other hand, all hacking activities have three common points.

First, they are voluntary activities. Second, relationship between the hack-

ers and their products is established through FOSS licenses to ensure con-

tinuity in the accumulation of the knowledge. On the contrary to com-

mon intuitive, hackers are not always very high-skilled programmer. There

are many ordinary hackers who make modest contributions to the FOSS

projects. Most of them do not dedicate their entire life to FOSS. They pro-

sume FOSS and their small contributions to the software continuously ac-

cumulate (Ghosh, 1998). Third, by making the software public, software is

socialized that anybody can prosume and reproduce it (Chance, 2005).

Additionally, voluntary work is the essential difference between hack-

ers and non-hackers (especially software engineers). In Turkey, software

engineering is one of the most popular professions because of its higher in-

come. In other words, software engineers’ relationship with their work is

conditioned by monetary rewards at the beginning. On the contrary, hack-

ers’ relationship with FOSS begins voluntarily.

However, there are some differences between European and Turkish

hackers. First of all, Turkish hackers are more interested in the social as-

pects of FOSS than European hackers. For some hackers, FOSS is a national

issue. Although general hacker culture is more inclined to international-

ism than nationalism, Uludağ Project attracted new hackers because of its

national aspects.

Furthermore, it was also true for Turkish hackers that money was not

an essential motive for them. This fact can not be explained merely by the

altruism of Turkish hackers. When the Turkish hackers are compared with
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the European hackers, it is true that Turkish hackers were more interested

in the social aspects of FOSS and less interested in monetary rewards. How-

ever, it was also true that earning money from FOSS is not still obvious in

Turkey. Hence, as discussed in the context of software engineers, partici-

pating in FOSS projects is seen as a kind of altruism. Additionally, there are

not many FOSS firms in Turkey which might employ hackers.

On the other hand, most of the hackers did not show any tendency

against commerce or market. For example, they did not deny that they

disliked Microsoft, but they did not consider it as an enemy. Furthermore,

some considered Microsoft and proprietary software as a complementary

for FOSS. Young student hackers were more inclined to social sides of FOSS

and sometimes they gave anti-commercialist answers. For the other hack-

ers, commerce and market were the fact of life that they could not deny.

Additionally, despite hackers’ inclination to GPL, they were not well-

informed about the FOSS licenses. However, Uludağ Project triggered the

FOSS licenses issue among hackers. The project management team’s in-

sistence on GPL and free software philosophy increased awareness about

GPL. The project management’s team message to the Turkish hackers was

very clear: ”Uludağ is a GPL’d project. Pardus is yours. Let’s hack!”. In

this sense, hackers learned GPL in their practice.

Nevertheless, in Turkey, firms should consider social motivations of the

hackers in most of the projects. In that point, greedy salesman image is

an essential problem in FOSS business. In other words, firms should es-

cape from free-riding problem, such that they should not have an image of

getting from FOSS, but giving back nothing. Since if hackers have an im-

pression that their contribution is just for firm’s profit, it is highly probable

that they give up contribution to the project. Hackers are not very tolerant
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for the businessmen who considered FOSS merely as a profitable business.

This type of businessmen are not supported by the hackers.

In summary, it can be stated that contradicting interests of hackers and

firms do not seem to have significant negative effects on the future devel-

opment of FOSS in Turkey. Instead, hackers and firms reinforce each other.

FOSS, as continuously accumulated social knowledge, may present impor-

tant opportunities for Turkish software firms and firms can conduct hack-

ers work for their own benefit. However, in order to be successful in FOSS

business, they should always consider type of voluntary work they need

(e.g challenging works vs. ordinary works) , basic motivations of volun-

teers (e.g. pleasure in the activity itself vs. social motivation) and ways of

fostering volunteers’ motivations.
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